Allostery is a fundamental mechanism of regulation in biology. The residues at the end points of long-range allosteric perturbations are commonly identified by the comparative analyses of structures and dynamics in apo and effector-bound states. However, the networks of interactions mediating the propagation of allosteric signals between the end points often remain elusive. Here we show that the covariance analysis of NMR chemical shift changes caused by a set of covalently modified analogs of the allosteric effector (i.e., agonists and antagonists) reveals extended networks of coupled residues. Unexpectedly, such networks reach not only sites subject to effector-dependent structural variations, but also regions that are controlled by dynamically driven allostery. In these regions the allosteric signal is propagated mainly by dynamic rather than structural modulations, which result in subtle but highly correlated chemical shift variations. The proposed chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA) identifies interresidue correlations based on the combination of agglomerative clustering (AC) and singular value decomposition (SVD). AC results in dendrograms that define functional clusters of coupled residues, while SVD generates score plots that provide a residue-specific dissection of the contributions to binding and allostery. The CHESCA approach was validated by applying it to the cAMP-binding domain of the exchange protein directly activated by cAMP (EPAC) and the CHESCA results are in full agreement with independent mutational data on EPAC activation. Overall, CHESCA is a generally applicable method that utilizes a selected chemical library of effector analogs to quantitatively decode the binding and allosteric information content embedded in chemical shift changes. L ong-range allosteric perturbations are propagated not only by structural changes but also by effector-dependent modulations in dynamics (1-23). The end points of these long-range allosteric signal propagations are effectively characterized by the comparative analysis of the structural and dynamic profiles of apo and effector-bound states (2, 7). However, what remains experimentally challenging is often defining the networks of residues that mediate the cross-talk between distal sites. Such clusters of coupled residues are particularly elusive in allosteric processes with a significant dynamically driven component (11)(12)(13)(14)(15)(16)(17), as in this case the allosteric signal propagation relies on subtle, but critical, conformational and side-chain packing rearrangements that often fall below the resolution of common X-ray or NMR structure determination methods (2, 7, 24).
Allostery is a fundamental mechanism of regulation in biology. The residues at the end points of long-range allosteric perturbations are commonly identified by the comparative analyses of structures and dynamics in apo and effector-bound states. However, the networks of interactions mediating the propagation of allosteric signals between the end points often remain elusive. Here we show that the covariance analysis of NMR chemical shift changes caused by a set of covalently modified analogs of the allosteric effector (i.e., agonists and antagonists) reveals extended networks of coupled residues. Unexpectedly, such networks reach not only sites subject to effector-dependent structural variations, but also regions that are controlled by dynamically driven allostery. In these regions the allosteric signal is propagated mainly by dynamic rather than structural modulations, which result in subtle but highly correlated chemical shift variations. The proposed chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA) identifies interresidue correlations based on the combination of agglomerative clustering (AC) and singular value decomposition (SVD). AC results in dendrograms that define functional clusters of coupled residues, while SVD generates score plots that provide a residue-specific dissection of the contributions to binding and allostery. The CHESCA approach was validated by applying it to the cAMP-binding domain of the exchange protein directly activated by cAMP (EPAC) and the CHESCA results are in full agreement with independent mutational data on EPAC activation. Overall, CHESCA is a generally applicable method that utilizes a selected chemical library of effector analogs to quantitatively decode the binding and allosteric information content embedded in chemical shift changes. L ong-range allosteric perturbations are propagated not only by structural changes but also by effector-dependent modulations in dynamics . The end points of these long-range allosteric signal propagations are effectively characterized by the comparative analysis of the structural and dynamic profiles of apo and effector-bound states (2, 7) . However, what remains experimentally challenging is often defining the networks of residues that mediate the cross-talk between distal sites. Such clusters of coupled residues are particularly elusive in allosteric processes with a significant dynamically driven component (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) , as in this case the allosteric signal propagation relies on subtle, but critical, conformational and side-chain packing rearrangements that often fall below the resolution of common X-ray or NMR structure determination methods (2, 7, 24) .
Here we introduce a general experimental method to map allosteric networks based on the covariance analysis of NMR chemical shifts. The chemical shift covariance analysis (CHESCA) is based on two simple but general notions. The first assumption is that the subtle but functionally relevant structural changes that underlie the allosteric modulations of dynamics are effectively probed by accurately measured NMR chemical shift variations, even when they escape detection through traditional structure determination methods (24) (25) (26) (27) . The second general assumption of the CHESCA approach is that when a system is subject to a set of perturbations, residues that belong to the same effectordependent allosteric network exhibit a concerted response to the perturbation set. This collective response is effectively sensed through correlations between the chemical shift variations experienced by different residues as a result of the perturbations. Such perturbations may arise from mutations or from chemical modification of the ligand effector. In either case, the perturbation set includes both active and inactive states, enabling the identification of networks of correlated residues linked to activation.
The CHESCA method is illustrated and validated here through its application to the multidomain signaling protein EPAC (Fig. 1A) (28) . EPAC is a guanine exchange factor controlled by the second messenger cAMP and epitomizes signaling proteins that function as molecular switches and signal transducers (28) . In such systems, the ligand-dependent activation is often adequately explained by the coupling of binding and activation equilibria, resulting in the four-state thermodynamic cycle illustrated in Fig. 1B (29) . According to this model, in the apo state the activation equilibrium is shifted toward inactive conformations, while in the effector-bound (holo) state the activation equilibrium is shifted toward the active conformations (29) (Fig. 1B) . The structures of EPAC in both apo and holo states have been recently solved (30, 31) , revealing that the main difference between the inactive and active conformations is in their overall topology. The inactive state is defined by a "closed" topology, whereby the regulatory region of EPAC (Fig. 1A) sterically occludes access of substrate Rap proteins to the catalytic site ( Fig. 1B) (30) . In the absence of cAMP, the steric occlusion in the inactive state is secured by a cluster of salt bridges between the catalytic segment of EPAC and the N-terminal α1,2 helices, which are part of the EPAC cAMP-binding domain (CBD) (Fig. 1B) (30) . This inhibitory salt bridge cluster is commonly referred to as the ionic latch (IL) (Fig. 1B) .
Upon cAMP binding, no significant changes in local structure are observed for the IL region as assessed based on the rmsd values shown in Fig. 1C (red region) (30, 31) . However, cAMP enhances the ps-ns and ms-μs dynamics in the IL zone (red dots in Fig. 1C ), increasing the entropic penalty for the IL and thus contributing to the weakening of the inhibitory IL interactions between the regulatory and the catalytic regions (15, 16) . The dynamically promoted release of the IL induced by cAMP assists the transition to "open" active structures (Fig. 1B) , in which a hinge rotation of a helix C-terminal to the CBD (α6, Fig. 1C ) moves the regulatory region away from the catalytic region, providing Rap unhindered access to the catalytic site of EPAC (Fig. 1B) (15, 31, 32) .
The enhancement of IL dynamics linked to cAMP binding provides an initial explanation for how the inhibitory IL is remotely controlled by cAMP in the framework of dynamically driven allostery, but it is still unclear how the cAMP signal propagates from the cAMP phosphate binding cassette (PBC) and the adja-cent α6 hinge helix (green regions in Fig. 1D ) to the distal IL region, where dynamics is enhanced (red sites in Fig. 1D ). Here we address this question by applying the CHESCA method, which results in a PBC-to-IL signaling pathway independently supported through mutagenesis (33) and conserved coevolutionary patterns reported for known CBDs (34) . The application of the chemical shift covariance approach to EPAC illustrates therefore the effectiveness of the CHESCA principle for defining intramolecular allosteric networks that control signal transduction.
Results and Discussion
Selection of Perturbations. The first step in the implementation of the chemical shift covariance method is a careful choice of the states and of the associated perturbations used to identify correlations between residues. In general, a primary criterion for the selection of perturbations useful in mapping networks of coupled residues that control biological function, such as enzyme activity, is the inclusion of both active and inactive states that sample a diverse activation spectrum. In the case of the EPAC CBD, such perturbations are provided by the binding of the endogenous activator (i.e., cAMP, Fig. 2A ) and of three related analogs, the 2′-OMe-cAMP and the diastereoisomeric phosphorothioate cAMP analogs Rp-and Sp-cAMPS ( Fig. 2A) . The covalent modifications of these three cAMP surrogates perturb key hydrogen bonds that anchor cAMP to the phosphate binding cassette (Fig. 2B ) and result in different degrees of EPAC activation, as indicated by the wide range of relative k max values spanned by the selected cAMP analogs ( Fig. 2A) (33) . The relative k max value quantifies the guanine exchange activity of EPAC at saturating concentrations of effector ligand and is a useful indicator of the position of the activation equilibrium (Fig. 1B) (33) . In the inactive states, such as the apo or the antagonist Rp-cAMPSbound states, k max ;relative ¼ 0, corresponding to at least partial guanine nucleotide exchange inhibition, while at saturating concentrations of the cAMP activator k max ;relative ¼ 1 ( Fig. 2A) (33) . However, even at saturating concentrations, cAMP does not fully shift the activation equilibrium to the active state and therefore other ligands with enhanced active vs. inactive state selectivity cause superactivation (k max ;relative > 1) by further increasing the population of the active state. This is the case for the superagonists Sp-cAMPS and 2′-OMe-cAMP that display a k max ;relative > 1 ( Fig. 2A) (33) . This wide k max ;relative range from 0 to >1 indicates that the chosen perturbations are able to modulate the populations of inactive and active conformations, locking the activation equilibrium at different positions and making the chosen ligands an effective tool to map functional allosteric networks. In summary, the five states used for CHESCA are the apo and the four holo-states ( Fig. 2A ), all at saturating concentrations ( Fig. 2C and Fig. S1 ). The apo and Rp-cAMPS-bound states are inactive, while the other three states are active. 
where
Eq. 1 has two key implications. First, it should be noted that Eq. 1 is valid irrespective of the size of Δδ i and Δδ j , indicating that, if residues i and j belong to the same allosteric network, their perturbation-dependent chemical shift variations are expected to be highly linearly correlated regardless of their magnitude. This observation suggests that even minor ppm variations are potentially significant for the definition of allosteric networks, if measured accurately and precisely (SI Text). Second, because Eq. 1 was derived based on the assumption that the chemical shifts observed in the different perturbed states are a weighted average of the ppm values in the active and inactive conformations (Eqs. S1 and S2), it is expected that when a network of residues is functionally related to allostery, the chemical shifts of the active states (e.g., agonist bound) should be well-separated from those of the inactive states (e.g., apo and antagonist bound); i.e., the active and inactive states should cluster into two distinct groups in the chemical shift correlation plots, as shown for the representative correlations of Fig. 2 F-H . Taken together, these two implications of Eq. 1-i.e., the high degree of correlation between the δ ik and δ jk chemical shifts, independently of the magnitudes of Δδ i and of Δδ j , and the separate clustering of active vs. inactive states-define the foundation of the CHESCA approach and provide two simple, but effective, criteria for the identification of allosteric networks. These considerations are not necessarily limited to a two-state model, because in the presence of multistate equilibria the interresidue chemical shift correlations are still linear when the relative chemical shift changes experienced by the two correlated residues form isomorphic patterns (SI Text and Fig. 2D ).
Identification of Networks. In order to facilitate the systematic implementation of the two Eq. 1-based criteria for allosteric networks, the combined 1 H N and 15 N H chemical shifts of the EPAC CBD construct EPAC1 h (149-318) in the apo and in the four holo states (i.e., under saturating conditions of Rp-cAMPS, cAMP, Sp-cAMPS, and 2′-OMe-cAMP) were compiled into an n r × 5 data matrix M, where n r is the number of residues for which assignments are available in all five states (Fig. S2) . The correlation matrix (R) of M transpose was then computed, whereby the r ij elements of R represent the Pearson's correlation coefficients between residues i and j (SI Text, Eq. S9, and Fig. S2 ). The off-diagonal elements of R corresponding to jr ij j values ≥0.98 are displayed in Fig. 3A and three representative correlations are shown in Fig. 2 (Fig. 3A) it is difficult to reliably and systematically identify such allosteric networks. For this purpose it is necessary to analyze the R matrix using agglomerative clustering (AC) methods, which are aimed at effectively identifying groups of coupled residues.
Agglomerative Clustering (AC). AC is a method commonly used to identify gene networks from microarray data, and it can be generally applied to identify clusters based on correlation matrices, such as R (Fig. S2 ) (36) . Specifically, AC assigns a first intracluster link to the residue pair with the highest absolute value of the correlation coefficient within R. A second intracluster link is then assigned between the first residue pair and the so-called "nearest neighbor" among the remaining residues, i.e., the residue with the highest absolute value of the correlation coefficient to either of the residues in the original pair. Subsequent links in this hierarchical clustering process are created in a similar way and are graphically represented through dendrograms. Dendrograms are tree-like diagrams in which the linked residues are aligned in a horizontal row, while the vertical axis reports the magnitude of the correlation coefficient at which each successive residue is added to the previous groups. For instance, Fig. 3B shows the dendrogram for the largest cluster found in R with a cutoff of jr ij j ≥ 0.98 (SI Text). This cluster will be referred to as cluster I and consists of 38 residues (Fig. 3B and Table S4 ), which are connected by a blue grid in Fig. 3A . The second largest cluster with jr ij j ≥ 0.98 is denoted as cluster II and contains 10 residues ( Fig. 3C ; black grid in Fig. 3A ). All other clusters within the 0.98 jr ij j cutoff have only two or a maximum of three residues and will not be considered further here because they are not large enough to define a network. The AC analysis and the related dendrograms illustrated in Fig. 3 A-C indicate that the residues in each of the identified networks I and II display a highly concerted response to the perturbations used to build the correlation matrix R; i.e., they are highly cross-correlated within each cluster and in this respect they fulfill the first criterion for a network, as proposed above based on Eq. 1 (i.e., the high degree of correlation between the δ ik and δ jk chemical shifts). However, the clustering analysis of Fig. 3 A-C does not provide any information on the second criterion for an allosteric network mentioned above, i.e., the separate clustering of active and inactive states. Namely, the dendrograms of Fig. 3 B and C have the merit of identifying the residues belonging to clusters I and II (Fig. S2 ), but they do not provide any information on the function of these networks in terms of their role in allostery or effector binding (i.e., functional assignment).
Functional Assignment of Networks. In order to assign a function to clusters I and II, we propose two independent approaches. The first method is still largely based on correlation matrices and subsequent hierarchical clustering, while the second relies on singular value decomposition (SVD). Specifically, the first approach starts with the selection of the submatrix of M corresponding to cluster I residues (i.e., matrix M I in Fig. S2 ) and the computation of the correlation matrix of M I (i.e., R I ). R I is then analyzed according to the same agglomerative clustering algorithm discussed above for Fig. 3 B and C, but this time to group states based on residues rather than residues based on states (Fig. S2 ). The resulting dendrogram is shown in Fig. 3D , which clearly indicates that cluster I correctly separates the active from the inactive states, confirming that cluster I functions as an allosteric activation network. For example, Fig. 2 F-H displays three representative correlations between cluster I residues with wellseparated active and inactive states. Interestingly, when a similar protocol is applied to the cluster II submatrix of M (Fig. S2) , the separation is not between active and inactive states but between the apo and the bound states (Fig. 3E) , strongly suggesting that the function of cluster II, unlike cluster I, is linked more to binding than activation.
A second independent method used to validate the functional assignments of networks I and II to allostery and binding, respectively, is based on SVD (36, 37) . Considering that SVD is designed to search for orthogonal directions of maximum variance, an effective assignment of allosteric vs. binding functions is obtained when SVD is employed to factorize matrix M 0 rather than M (SI Text and Fig. S2 ). M 0 , unlike M, is a matrix that compiles relative rather than absolute compounded chemical shifts. Specifically, M 0 is calculated using the antagonist bound state as reference (i.e., Rp-cAMPS). This means that for each residue M 0 reports four δ NHcomb differences: Apo vs. Rp-cAMPS, cAMP vs. Rp-cAMPS, Sp-cAMPS vs. Rp-cAMPS, and 2′-OMecAMP vs. Rp-cAMPS (Fig. S2 ). The matrix M 0 is then column mean centered and factorized through SVD (Fig. S2 ). The first two principal components (PCs) identified through SVD account for >96% of the total variance (Table S2 ) and therefore the other PCs can be safely discarded. The resulting loading and score plots for the first two PCs are displayed in Fig. 4 .
The loading plot is useful to decode the chemical meaning of each PC, while the residue-specific scores quantify the contribution of each residue to each PC. For example, the loading plot (Fig. 4 , diamonds) clearly indicates that the major contribution to the first PC (PC1) is from the Apo vs. Rp-cAMPS column of M 0 . Because the Rp-cAMPS antagonist binds EPAC but does not activate it, this means that PC1 mainly quantifies binding as opposed to allosteric contributions. Fig. 4 also shows that for PC2, unlike PC1, the most significant contributions arise from the cAMP vs. Rp-cAMPS, Sp-cAMPS vs. Rp-cAMPS, and 2′-OMecAMP vs. Rp-cAMPS columns of M 0 . Because cAMP, SpcAMPS, 2′-OMe-cAMP, and Rp-cAMPS all bind EPAC but only the first three ligands are able to activate it, PC2 reflects mostly contributions from allosteric activation rather than binding. In summary, the SVD loadings of Fig. 4 indicate that PC1 and PC2 are mainly associated with binding and allostery, respectively. (Fig. S2) . Circles correspond to scores and diamonds to loadings. Selected scores are labeled with the related residue number (i.e., M 0 row) and each loading is labeled with the respective state difference (i.e., M 0 column). The scores for residues in clusters I and II (Fig. 3 ) are shown as blue and black filled circles, respectively. Scores for residues that do not belong to cluster I or II are shown as open circles. Ellipsoids at one and two standard deviations for the first two principal components are displayed with solid black lines. The inset shows an expansion of the score plot within one standard deviation.
Based on the loading analysis, the position of the score for a given residue relative to the PC1 and PC2 coordinates (Fig. 4 , circles) reflects mainly the contributions of that specific residue to binding and allostery, respectively. We should then expect that the SVD scores for residues identified by AC as belonging to the allosteric cluster I (Fig. 3 B and D) are aligned along PC2, while the SVD scores for residues assigned by AC to the bindingrelated cluster II ( Fig. 3 C and E) are distributed along PC1. This prediction is remarkably well confirmed by Fig. 4 , which shows that the scores for residues in clusters I and II (blue and black solid circles, correspondingly) tend to be confined along PC2 and PC1, respectively, with only a minimal spread over the rest of the PC1/PC2 plane. The SVD factorization (Fig. 4) therefore corroborates the AC-based functional assignment of these two networks (Fig. 3 D and E) . Further details on the SVD vs. AC comparison are available in the SI Text. Overall, taken together the SVD and AC methods provide a robust protocol (Fig. S2 ) to evaluate the binding and allosteric relevance of the clusters identified through CHESCA. A further and NMR-independent confirmation of the AC/SVD-based functional assignments of networks I and II to allostery and binding, respectively, is provided by mutational analyses, as explained in SI Text. Once the identification and the functional assignment of networks I and II is validated, further insight into the significance of these clusters is obtained by analyzing how they relate to the residue-specific chemical shift changes (Fig. 3F ) and to the known structure of EPAC (Fig. 5) .
Significance of Minor Chemical Shift Changes. Fig. 3F reports the maximum ppm variations observed for each residue across all the five states of Fig. 2A . One notable result evident from Fig. 3F is that the CHESCA-based allosteric cluster I includes also several residues subject to minimal ppm changes. For instance, Fig. 3F shows that the allosteric cluster I comprises several residues in the IL-spanning N-terminal helices α1 and α2, which display minor ppm differences. Consistently with the minor chemical shift variations (Fig. 3F) , this region of EPAC does not change significantly in local conformation upon cAMP-binding (Fig. 1C) , but it exhibits enhanced local dynamics upon activation (Fig. 1C) . This example illustrates a more general scenario in which minor chemical shift changes are associated with subtle variations in the local environment that fall below the resolution of currently available structure determination methods. Such subtle changes may include minor readjustments in backbone and/or side-chain structure and/or dynamics, e.g., in the energy landscape of the interconverting states within the conformational ensemble. Although these variations often escape direct structural observation, they are sensed through chemical shift differences and underlie the modulations in dynamics that are critical for the allosteric signal propagation (7, 24) . It is therefore essential to not only identify such allosterically relevant minor chemical shift changes through AC of the R matrix ( Fig. 3 and Fig. S2 ) but to also ensure that these minor variations in ppm values are reliably measured (SI Text). Further insight into the interactions mediating these chemical shift correlations is gained by mapping clusters I and II onto the structures of the EPAC CBD (Fig. 5 ).
Structural Analysis of the Allosteric Network Defined by Cluster I. Fig. 5A shows that the majority of the residues in cluster I define a continuous surface that bridges the gap between the region with most significant conformational changes, i.e., the PBC and the hinge helix (Fig. 5A , green ribbon), and the region that is not subject to any significant local conformational change but displays enhanced dynamics in the active state, i.e., the IL zone in the distal N-terminal helical bundle (NTHB) (Figs. 1C and 5A, red ribbon). Interestingly, these bridging residues of cluster I are almost entirely confined to the noncontiguous α-subdomain of the EPAC CBD, originating from the α5 helix in the PBC and extending into the C-terminal α6 hinge helix and α4-1 in the NTHB, ultimately reaching the inhibitory IL zone (Fig. 5A , red dashed arrow). Within this extensive allosteric network bridging α5 to α1, two subsets of interactions are particularly notable.
First, residues L273 in α5 and F300, I303, and V307 in α6 define a hydrophobic spine (Fig. 5B ) that interfaces with another hydrophobic spine in α4 including L207, V211, and V218 (Fig. 5B) . These coupled spines within cluster I indicate that the previously identified contacts between L273 and F300 (i.e., "hydrophobic hinge") (31) are part of a significantly more extended allosteric network of interactions that couples α5 in the PBC to both α6 and α4 (Fig. 5B) . Second, α4 is also part of another subset of cluster I residues that connect the α4/β1 region to helices α2 and α1 (Fig. 5C ). Although composed mostly by hydrophobic amino acids (Fig. 5C ), this second subcluster I is centered around R186 that serves as an interaction hub stabilized by multiple hydrogen bonds between its guanidinum and adjacent carbonyl oxygen atoms (Fig. 5C ). Together the interactions formed by the hydrophobic spines (Fig. 5B ) and those that nucleate around R186 (Fig. 5C ) provide an effective allosteric network to propagate the cAMP signal from the PBC to the distal IL region. Such cAMP signal propagation relies on subtle structural repacking and/or rearrangements that escape detection by conventional structure determination methods but are effectively sensed by NH chemical shift changes.
The bridging role from the PBC to the IL outlined above for cluster I helps explain how the IL dynamics are enhanced upon cAMP binding and rationalizes how the IL residues mediate in a cAMP-dependent manner several critical inhibitory salt bridges. Furthermore, cluster I also includes residues that don't bridge the PBC to the IL (i.e., nine out of 38 cluster I residues) and reside in the β-subdomain of the EPAC CBD ( Fig. 5A and Fig. S3 ). Interestingly, these cluster I residues are not part of the β-strands but of the interstrand loops of the typical β-barrel of CBDs (Fig. S3) , suggesting that the β-strands serve primarily as a passive scaffold, while the loops play a more active allosteric role. This observation applies both to the isolated interstrand regions located opposite to the PBC (Fig. S3 C and D) and to those adjacent to the PBC (Fig. S3B) . The structural analysis of cluster II (Fig. 5D) 
Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation. Isotopically labeled samples were prepared as explained in SI Text.
NMR Spectroscopy. All spectra were acquired at 306 K with a Bruker Avance 700-MHz spectrometer equipped with a 5 mm TCI cryoprobe. Ligand titrations where monitored through ½ 15 N-1 H HSQC spectra. The 1 H and 15 N chemical shifts employed for CHESCA were referenced relative to 15 N-AcGly and measured using HSQC spectra acquired at saturating ligand concentrations. Ligand saturation is critical because the four ligands selected as perturbations ( Fig. 2A) span a wide range of affinities with K D values varying up to two orders of magnitude (Table S1 ). This means that when nonsaturating concentrations of ligands are used, the differences between the different ligand-bound states ( Fig. 2A) reflect not only the different degrees of activation, as desired for the purpose of mapping allosteric networks, but also the varying extents of binding. To avoid this bias, it is important to ensure that saturating ligand concentrations are reached, as verified by the binding isotherms displaying a clear dose-response pattern (Fig. 2C and Fig. S1 ). The plateau region of the binding isotherms ( Fig. 2C and Fig. S1 ) defines the ligand concentration range recommended for CHESCA. 
where δ i;Ac (and δ j;Ac ) and δ i;In (and δ j;In ) denote the combined ppm values of residue i (and j) in the active and inactive states, respectively, and p k indicates the fractional population of active states when the k th perturbation is in effect. Combined chemical shifts are computed as a weighted average of the amide 15 N and 1 H ppm values:
In ( 2 ) . I f w e d e f i n e Δδ i a s (δ i;Ac − δ i;In ) and Δδ j as (δ j;Ac − δ j;In ), then:
[S3]
and therefore:
where α ¼ Δδ i ∕Δδ j , and β ¼ δ i;In − αδ j;In , as mentioned in the text.
Deviations from Eq. 1 are expected when amino acids i or j are in the vicinity of the perturbation sites and can therefore potentially sense additional variations in the local environment associated more with the specific chemical nature of the perturbations (e.g., ligand-specific neighbor effects at or near the binding site) than with modulations of the activation equilibrium. In other words, in the immediate proximity of the perturbed site the correlations formalized by Eq. 1 are obscured by local and perturbation-specific effects, resulting in a "dark zone." However, the number of residues within these dark zones is minimized by choosing perturbations that are confined to a single group of residues, adjacent in both sequence and in space. This approach maximizes the superimposition of the dark zones surrounding each perturbed locus and ensures that the biases on the correlations introduced by the perturbation-specific effects are not spread across multiple sites of the protein. The cAMP derivatives shown in Fig. 2A meet this "perturbation-confinement" criterion: the covalent modifications of the phosphorothioate cAMP analogs (Rp-and Sp-cAMPS) and of 2′-OMe-cAMP perturb noncovalent interactions that are well localized within the phosphate binding cassette (PBC) (Fig. 2B) . Specifically, the methylation of the 2′ hydroxyl and the isolobal replacement of the axial exocyclic oxygen with the bulkier and less electronegative sulfur in Sp-cAMPS affect the hydrogen bonds that secure cAMP to the N and C termini of the PBC, respectively (Fig. 2 A and B) , while the substitution of the equatorial exocyclic oxygen in Rp-cAMPS targets the hydrogen bonds in the central region of the PBC (Fig. 2 A and B) . The high degree of localization of these perturbations maximizes the overlap between dark zones, as shown in Fig. S4A , and therefore maximizes also the number of residue pairs that comply with Eq. 1.
Linear interresidue chemical-shift correlations for a three-state activation equilibrium in the fast-exchange regime. While the main effect of binding cAMP analogs is a shift in the inactive/active equilibrium according to the differential affinity of the ligand for these two states, it is also possible that the cAMP analogs cause minor distortions in the structures that correspond to the inactive and active states. Although minimal and certainly negligible compared to the structural differences between the active and inactive states, these subtle structural variations can cause minor changes in the chemical shifts of the inactive and active states. Such structural distortions caused by the covalent modification of cAMP analogs are not fully captured by a twostate model but are effectively modeled in the context of a three-state model. It is therefore important to justify the use of the jr ij j correlation coefficient also in the context of a more general three-state model. Specifically, we have analyzed the conditions under which the pairwise interresidue correlations remain linear in the presence of three states. For this purpose, we start again from the simple two-state Eq. S1:
In the presence of a third state this equation becomes:
where p 0 k and p 00 k are the populations of the active state and of the new third state, respectively, with residue i chemical shifts δ i;Ac and ðδ i;Ac þ ε i Þ, correspondingly. The ϵ i term denotes the difference between the chemical shifts of residue i in the third and in the active states. If p k is defined as p 0 k þ p 00 k , which represents the total population of active states assuming the third state is active as well, and if Δδ i is defined as (δ i;Ac − δ i;In ), then Eq. S5 becomes:
Replacing residue i with residue j, Eq. S6 leads to:
Combining Eqs. S6 and S7 into a single equation, we obtain:
where α ¼ Δδ i ∕Δδ j , β ¼ δ i;In − αδ j;In , as seen before for the twostate model, and γ ¼ ðε i ∕Δδ i Þ − ðε j ∕Δδ j Þ. The first two terms in Eq. S8 (i.e., δ jk α þ β) are as in the previously derived two-state model Eq. 1 and they describe linear correlations. The third term in Eq. S8 (i.e., p 00 k Δδ i γ) is unique to the three-state model. Due to the dependence of this new term on the kth perturbation, it cannot be combined with the β constant and it is a potential source of nonlinearity if it is nonnegligible relative to the linear terms in α and β. It is therefore important to understand under which circumstances the p 00 k Δδ i γ nonlinear term becomes negligible and Eq. S8 is reduced to the linear Eq. 1. This occurs if at least one of the three following conditions is met:
I. p 00 k ≈0 II. (ε i ∕Δδ i ≈0 and ε j ∕Δδ j ≈0) or (ε i ≈ − Δδ i and ε j ≈ − Δδ j ) III. ε i ∕Δδ i ≈ε j ∕Δδ j Condition (I) corresponds to the case in which the population of the third state p 00 k is minimal. However, even when the third state is significantly populated, it is still possible that the p 00 k Δδ i γ term is negligible provided that the factor γ≈0. This occurs if conditions (II) and/or (III) are met. Considering that ε i ðε j Þ is the difference between the residue i (j) chemical shifts of the third and of the active states and taking into account that changes in chemical shifts reflect changes in the structure of the states, scenario (II) reflects the case in which the third state is very similar, although not identical, to either one of the other states (i.e., the active or the inactive state). For instance, the third state could correspond to a structure that falls within the same broad energy well as the active state. Overall, conditions (I) and (II) apply when the three-state model tends to converge toward a two-state equilibrium.
Scenario (III) corresponds to the case in which the structural changes that occur in going from the active to the third state cause correlated perturbations in the local environments of residues i and j. Such correlated perturbations indicate that, even in the context of a three-state model, values of the jr ij j correlation coefficient close to unity are still evidence that residues i and j display a collective and concerted response to the applied perturbations; i.e., residues are part of the same network of coupled residues. We therefore conclude that the use of jr ij j in the proposed CHESCA protocol is justified also in the context of the general three-state model summarized by Eq. S8.
Finally, it should be noted that even when the three-state Eq. S8 leads to linear correlations, it is still possible that the presence of a third state causes chemical-shift reordering effects similar to those observed in the pairwise correlations of Fig. 2 F-H. This is most directly appreciated with a simple numerical example. For instance, let's assume that the populations and the chemical shifts are as in Table S5 , which mimics a scenario similar to that observed in Fig. 2G . Let's also assume that for residue i: δ i;Ac ¼ 32.74 ppm, ðδ i;Ac þ ε i Þ ¼ 32.71 ppm, δ i;In ¼ 32.64 ppm and that for residue j: δ j;Ac ¼ 31.26 ppm, ðδ j;Ac þ ε j Þ ¼ 31.25 ppm, δ j;In ¼ 31.22 ppm. Based on Eq. S5, these values result in the correlation shown in black in the Fig. S4B . Fig. S4B also includes a correlation shown in red, which corresponds to the simple two-state model, i.e., ε i ¼ 0 and ε j ¼ 0 so that γ ¼ 0 as well in Eq. S8. Fig. S4B clearly illustrates that the addition of a third state to the two-state model does not necessarily compromise significantly the linearity but does cause an appreciable reordering of the three active forms (i.e., cAMP, Sp, and 2′-OMe), as shown by the dashed arrows and as also observed in Fig. 2G . The reordering effect illustrated in Fig. S4B is specific to a given correlation pair because it depends on the value of the γ coefficient and therefore of ε i and ε j , which vary from residue pair to residue pair, explaining why the reordering of the active species is observed in Fig. 2G but not in Fig. 2F or H. Overall, the example above clarifies how it is possible that the presence of a third state can cause a partial reordering of the points that correspond to the active ligands, without significantly compromising the linearity of the correlation and the separation between the active (i.e., cAMP, Sp and 2′-OMe) and the inactive species (i.e., Apo and Rp), which are at the basis of the proposed CHESCA method.
Extension to side chains. Although Eqs. S1-S8 have been presented for the combined chemical shift of backbone amide 1 H and 15 N spins, the CHESCA approach can in principle be applied to any type of chemical shifts, including those of side chain 1 H, 13 C and 15 N spins, provided that accurate and precise ppm values are measured. One possible strategy to implement this extension of the CHESCA analysis is to compute for each residue a compounded chemical shift that includes the ppm values of the 1 H, 13 C, and 15 N spins with weight factors that reflect the standard deviations of the respective chemical shifts in the BioMagResBank database. However, one complication in the extension of the CHESCA approach to side chains is caused by the variability of the types of side chains and the consequent possible biases in the pairwise interresidue linear correlations. This problem can be addressed by limiting the compounded chemical-shift calculations to either backbone and Cβ spins only or to methyl groups only. The first approach confines the potential biases in the pairwise correlations only to correlations involving Glycine residues, while the second option is anticipated to be particularly useful for large systems for which methyl TROSY-based NMR spectroscopy is suitable (3).
SI Materials and Methods. Sample preparation. The EPAC1 h (149-318) construct was chosen because it spans the EPAC CBD and, as previously shown (4, 5) , it provides a reliable representation of the interactions perturbed by the selected cAMP analogs. The EPAC1 h (149-318) construct was expressed as a GST-fusion construct in the Escherichia coli strain BL-21 (DE3). Cells were grown in isotopically enriched minimal media (1.00 g∕L 15 NH 4 Cl, 3.00 g∕L 13 C-glucose, 6.78 g∕L Na 2 HPO 4 , 3.00 g∕L KH 2 PO 4 , 0.50 g∕L NaCl), supplemented with trace metals, D-biotin (10 mg∕mL), and thiamine-HCl (10 mg∕mL). Expression was induced with 0.5 mM Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside at an optical density of 0.50-0.60 (λ ¼ 600 nm), and further incubated for 16-17 hrs at 20°C. Cells were lysed and Apo-EPAC1 h (149-318) was purified and concentrated to 0.10-0.15 mM using previously described protocols and buffers (15, 16) . Additionally, 0.5 mM of singly labeled 15 N-acetylglycine (Sigma Aldrich) was added to each sample as a ppm referencing compound. Stock solutions of all ligands (25 mM in cyclic nucleotide) were prepared using the same buffer as for the protein solution. Starting from the apo samples, stock solutions of the cyclicnucleotide ligands were titrated into the protein solution to full saturation. For all titrations we employed cyclic-nucleotide ligands (BIOLOG and Sigma) of the highest available purity (i.e., >99% with the exception of 2′-OMe-cAMP with a purity >98%). As a control for potential dilution effects occurring during the ligand titrations, a blank buffer solution without any ligand was also titrated into the protein sample and it did not result in any measurable chemical-shift changes.
NMR measurements. Upon addition of each titrant, gradient and sensitivity enhanced [ 15 N-1 H] heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) spectra with 256 (t 1 ) and 1,024 (t 2 ) complex points and spectral widths of 31.82 and 14.06 ppm for the 15 N and 1 H dimensions, respectively, were recorded with eight scans and a recycle delay of 1.00 s. All HSQC spectra were processed with NMRPipe (6) employing linear prediction in the 15 N dimension, and a resolution-enhancing 60°shifted sine-squared bell window function for both dimension. All 15 N-1 H HSQC crosspeaks were analyzed with Sparky using Gaussian line-fitting (7). Assignments were confirmed using triple-resonance experiments (8).
Structural analyses. All structures were analyzed and displayed using Molmol (9) and/or Pymol (10). The local rmsd values reported in Fig. 2C were computed using the coordinates for the holo and apo EPAC structures with PDB ID codes 3CF6 (11) and 2BYV (12), respectively. For each residue the backbone heavy atoms of the amino acid triplet formed by the selected and the two adjacent residues were superimposed. The pairwise rmsd for the backbone heavy atoms of all three residues was then computed. Since the local rmsd is calculated between residue triplets, an error margin of ± one residue should be allowed in the interpretation of the local rmsd.
Measurement of minor chemical-shift changes. Minor 1 H chemicalshift differences of the order of approximately 0.01 ppm correspond to frequency variations of approximately 7 Hz at a field of 700 MHz and are measurable with high accuracy and precision with currently available commercial spectrometers (13) . However, it is critical to avoid systematic errors due to the lack of reliable ppm referencing signals or due to potential nonspecific effects associated with the perturbations employed to measure the correlation coefficients (e.g., binding of agonists and antagonists). To address these possible concerns, 15 N-AcGly was used as an internal referencing standard for both 1 H and 15 N ppm measurements, rather than using the residual water signal for 1 H or indirect methods based on the gyromagnetic ratios for 15 N. In addition, as a control for potential nonspecific binding effects, the chemical-shift based dose-dependent binding isotherms for representative residues subject to changes in resonance frequencies ≤10 Hz were examined (Fig. S5) . Fig. S5 shows that for both 1 H and 15 N nuclei clear plateaus are observed for the binding isotherms of all four ligands, indicating saturability for all bound-states and ruling out any significant nonspecific binding effect. Furthermore, the K D values measured through these binding isotherms (Figs. S1 and S5 and Fig. 2C ) are in agreement with the previously measured dissociation constants (Table S1 ). Moreover, the agglomerative clustering (AC) and singular value decomposition (SVD) analyses presented here were conservatively confined to residues for which the frequency spread across the five states (i.e., apo and four bound states; Fig. 2A ) meets the following threshold requirements: Δν N; max > 5 Hz and/ or Δν H; max > 10 Hz (Fig. S2) . The ppm changes associated with these frequency variations can be minimal (Δδ NHcomb: > 0.014 ppm at a field of 700 MHz) but are still surprisingly well correlated with both other minor and major ppm differences as shown in Figs. 2 F-H and 3 A and F. Moreover, the Δν N; max > 5 Hz and/or Δν H; max > 10 Hz selection criteria ensure that for all residues in clusters I and II the maximum variation in the combined ppm across the five states is always greater than twice the error in each of the combined ppm values.
Chemical-shift analyses. Fig. S2 provides a full description of the overall protocol employed for the AC and SVD analyses of the measured chemical shifts. The SVD analyses as well as all other matrix manipulations outlined in Fig. S2 were implemented with Octave (http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/), while for the agglomerative-clustering analysis the Cluster suite of programs was used (http://bonsai.hgc.jp/~mdehoon/software/cluster/) (14) . The dendrogram trees were generated using JavaTreeview (http://jtreeview.sourceforge.net/) (15) .
The ith row of matrix M shown in Fig. S2 is an array: fδ i1 ;δ i2 ;::::::;δ in g, which will be referred to as δ i . The cross-correlation between residues i and j is then quantified by the Pearson's correlation coefficient (r ij element of the correlation matrix R), which measures the covariance of arrays δ i and δ j (cov ij ) normalized according to the product of their standard deviations (s i s j ):
δ jk are the average values of δ i and δ j , respectively, and n is the number of states (i.e. n ¼ n st ¼ 5 in Fig. S2 and Fig. 2) . As a result of the normalization of the covariance with respect to the standard deviation product, the correlation coefficient between residues i and j is insensitive to the magnitude of the chemical-shift variations occurring within each of the δ i and δ j arrays; i.e., it is possible that jr ij j approaches near maximum values (∼1) even when s i and/or s j are minimal. This means that the correlation coefficient defined in Eq. S9 is an excellent tool to capture the allosteric relevance not only of large ppm shifts but also of those subtle yet significant and informative chemical variations mentioned in the main text and anticipated based on Eq. 1. These minor changes in resonance frequencies would otherwise pass unnoticed as they often fall well below the commonly used threshold values derived from simple descriptive statistics, such as the protein grand average plus one standard deviation (4) .
Note that as shown in Fig. S2 R is the correlation matrix of M transpose, while R I and R II are the correlation matrices of the untransposed submatrices M I and M II , respectively. The transposition of M is required for the calculation of R, because R is utilized to define interresidue rather than interstate correlations. The transposition of M I and M II is not required for the calculation of R I and R II , because R I and R II are utilized to define interstate rather than interresidue correlations. The cutoff employed for the analysis of R was jr ij j ≥ 0.98, as explained in the main text. However, when different cutoffs are used (e.g., jr ij j ≥ 0.97 or 0.99), the resulting clusters are to a large extent similar to the networks I and II obtained with jr ij j ≥ 0.98 (Table S4) . If the jr ij j cutoff is lowered below 0.97, poor correlations will be included in the clustering analysis. An additional confirmation of the adequacy of the 0.98 cutoff for jr ij j is provided by the agreement between the results of the AC and of the singular value decomposition (SVD) analyses. Fig. S2 also illustrates the SVD analysis protocol. SVD is a widely used method of dimensionality reduction (14, (16) (17) (18) and is essentially equivalent to a coordinate rotation whereby each row of the input matrix is recomputed as a linear combination of basis vectors [also called principal components (PCs)] oriented along orthogonal directions of maximal variance (14) . For instance, if an n × 3 matrix is represented by an ellipsoidal distribution of n points in the space defined by the x, y, and z Cartesian coordinates, then the SVD is equivalent to a rotation of the Cartesian axes along the axes of the ellipsoid, with the longest and shortest axes being defined as the first and third PCs, respectively. If most of the variance in the three-dimensional distribution of points is accounted for by the first two PCs (i.e., if the first two axes of the ellipsoid are significantly larger than the third), the deviations of the points from the plane of the ellipsoid defined by the first two PCs are effectively considered noise and thus discarded, leading to a new matrix with reduced dimensionality (i.e., n × 2) but still preserving most of the relevant information of the original n × 3 matrix (14) . However, it is important to note that the SVD results heavily depend on data preprocessing.
Singular value decomposition (SVD).
Matrix preprocessing for SVD (i.e., the matrix M 0 vs. the row-mean center matrix M). A typical preprocessing prior to SVD is rowmean centering, and therefore we considered first the SVD factorization of the row-mean centered matrix M. The SVD of the row-mean centered M indicates that the first two principal components (i.e., PC1 and PC2) account for more than 95% of the total variance and the PC1 vs. PC2 scores and loadings plots are shown in Fig. S6 . Fig. S6 shows as black dots the scores for residues in the AC-based cluster II (linked to binding) and as red dots the scores for the residues in the AC-based cluster I (linked to allostery). From Fig. S6 it is clear that the scores of cluster II residues are aligned along PC1, which represents binding as it contains a negative loading contribution from the apo state and positive loading contributions from the holo (i.e., cyclic nucleotide-bound) states. However, the cluster I scores do not align with either PC1 or PC2 (Fig. S6) . Specifically, Fig. S6 shows that the scores of cluster I residues tend to align along a line that is not orthogonal to PC1 and points toward the loadings of the two superactive states (i.e., Sp-cAMPS and 2′OMe-cAMP). This line is also perpendicular to the line that connects the loading of the apo state to that of the antagonist Rp-cAMPS-bound state (Fig. S6) . While this result is fully consistent with the allosteric function assigned to cluster I residues, the lack of orthogonality between the cluster I and II scores (Fig. S6) complicates the biophysical interpretation of the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2 in Fig. S6 ). We therefore considered an alternative preprocessing of the n r × n st matrix M (Fig. S2) , in which we used the Rp-cAMPS antagonist-bound state as reference rather than the row-mean. In other words we applied the SVD factorization to the n r × ðn st − 1Þ matrix M 0 (Fig. S2 ). As explained in the main text, when the SVD is applied to M 0 (as opposed to the row-mean centered M) the scores of the two clusters tend to align with the first two principal components (Fig. 4) . It should also be noted that if matrix M 0 had been obtained by using the apo state as the reference state as opposed to the Rp-cAMPS antagonist-bound state, the interpretation of the principal components would still be complicated by a lack of orthogonality similar to that observed in Fig. S6 . Furthermore, when matrix M 0 is computed using the Rp-cAMPS antagonistbound state as reference, each of the four columns of M 0 is amenable to a straightforward biophysical interpretation: The first column refers to the differences between the apo and the antagonist-bound state, i.e., a manifestation of binding, while each of the remaining three columns pertains to the differences between an active-bound state and the inactive-bound state, i.e., to activation and allostery rather than to binding. For these reasons, we opted to focus on the SVD analysis of a matrix M 0 in which the Rp-cAMPS antagonist-bound state is used as a reference, rather than on the SVD factorization of the row-mean centered matrix M or of other M 0 matrices calculated with other reference states.
Comparison of the SVD vs. AC Chemical-Shift Covariance Analyses.
One clear advantage of SVD compared to AC is that the relative contributions to binding vs. allostery are readily quantified for each residue. For instance, the score plot of Fig. 4 shows that the PBC residues L273 and A277, although part of the allosteric cluster I, display a jPC1j component larger than most of the other residues of network I, suggesting these two sites affect not only allostery but also to some extent ligand binding. This prediction is independently confirmed by the L273W mutation, which affects not only the allosteric activation (Table S3 ) but also the affinity for cAMP (fivefold increase in K d ) (19) . Therefore at least some residues belonging to the allosteric network (i.e., cluster I) play a role in binding as well. Conversely, it is also possible that selected residues assigned to the binding network (i.e., cluster II) affect allostery. For instance, the PBC residue A280 is characterized by a PC2 component markedly larger than the other residues of cluster II suggesting that site 280 is involved not only in cAMP binding, as shown in Fig. 2B , but to some degree in the cAMPdependent allosteric control as well. This prediction is independently confirmed by the A280T mutation, which causes a 50% reduction in the maximal activation of EPAC by cAMP (20) . These residues with a dual allosteric and binding role are expected to be critical for the coupling between the activation and binding equilibria, which is at the basis of the cAMP-dependent regulation of EPAC (Fig. 1B) .
Another distinct advantage of SVD over AC is that the score plot (Fig. 4) includes also those residues that do not belong to any AC-based network due to the ligand neighbor effects mentioned above, which compromise the correlations described by Eq. 1 and create a dark zone for the AC method in the proximity of the perturbation sites (Fig. 2B and Fig. S4A ). For example, G269 is directly involved in cAMP binding (Fig. 2B ) and falls within an AC dark zone (Fig. S4A) . As a result, G269 does not belong to clusters I or II (Fig. 4) . However, G269 still displays jPC1j and jPC2j scores comparable to some of the highest values observed for residues in networks I and II. This observation suggests that G269 plays a dual role in both binding and allostery. The role of G269 in binding is confirmed by the hydrogen bond it forms with cAMP ( Fig. 2B) , while the allosteric function of G269 is fully consistent with the observation that this highly conserved glycine is critical for the cAMP-dependent activation of the homologous CBDs of protein kinase A (PKA) (21, 22 ).
An additional difference between SVD and AC is that only the former provides direct information on the size of the chemicalshift variations associated with each residue in networks I and II. For instance, Fig. S7A shows that for the residues in cluster I, the jPC2j projection of the scores correlate well with the maximum chemical-shift variations observed across the five states shown in Fig. 2A. Fig. S7B shows that a similar correlation is obtained between the maximum chemical-shift variations observed for residues in clusters II and the jPC1j projection of the respective scores. While these correlations indicate that SVD provides a more direct read out of the magnitudes of chemical-shift variations than AC, they also mean that the SVD results are possibly dominated by outliers with large chemical-shift variations. For instance, Fig. S7C shows that for the whole ensemble of 100 residues assigned in all five states, 84% of the total ppm variance is dominated by only two residues, G269 and A280. It is therefore critical to verify that the SVD-based conclusions are not biased by these two residues alone. Fig. S8A shows the score and loading plots obtained after eliminating G269 and A280 from the SVD analysis. The main change relative to Fig. 4 is that the first two PCs, which still account for more than 97% of the total variance (Table S2) , have been swapped, with cluster I and II now distributed along PC1 and PC2, respectively (Fig. S8A ). This change in Fig. S8A relative to Fig. 4 reflects the convention of defining the first PC as that corresponding to the highest variance, which in the case of Fig. S8A corresponds to the allosteric network. However, the main conclusions based on the SVD analysis of Fig. 4 are still valid and similar to those drawn from Fig. S8A .
A further implication of the correlation between the PC sizes and the magnitudes of the ppm variations ( Fig. S7 A and B) is that SVD provides a reliable separation of binding vs. allosteric contributions only for the residues with the largest ppm changes. Residues with smaller ppm variations tend to cluster in the proximity of the origin of the score plot (Fig. 4, inset) , where SVD alone does not provide a clear assessment of binding or allosteric effects. This limitation is a direct result of SVD being a variance-based method and in principle it could be circumvented by applying SVD after matrix M is not only row-mean centered but also row standard deviation scaled (i.e. normalized M). We therefore applied the SVD factorization to the row-mean centered and row standard deviation scaled M and the resulting scores and loadings plots are shown in Fig. S8B , in which the residues of clusters I and II are marked in red and black, respectively. Fig. S8B shows that, unlike Fig. 4 , due to the row normalization of matrix M, the scores for the residues affected by minor chemical-shift changes now have been moved away from the origin of the PC1/PC2 plane and are shifted toward the scores of other residues belonging to the same cluster and associated with major chemical-shift variations (Fig. S8B) . However, the sought-after orthogonality between the scores of clusters I and II, as observed in Fig. 4 , is lost in Fig. S8B . Therefore the biophysical interpretation of the first two principal components in terms of binding and allostery is now not as straightforward as in Fig. 4 , in which the two clusters align well with the first two PCs. Similar problems are encountered when the SVD is applied to the row standard deviation scaled matrix M 0 . In addition, the two principal components displayed in Fig. S8B account for only 78.5% of the total variance (i.e., 54.7% þ 23.8%). For these reasons, we opted for agglomerative-clustering (Fig. S2 and Fig. 3 ) of the correlation matrix R, which includes the normalization, rather than for the SVD of the normalized matrix M. Mutations at L273, F300 and E308 are known to affect primarily the degree of cAMP-dependent activation, based on measured k max ;relative and AC 50 values (Table S3) (19, 20) . The activation data of Table S3 are in full agreement with the results of CHES-CA that assigns L273, F300, and E308 to the allosteric cluster I. Furthermore, the prominent allosteric role of L273 and F300 has been highlighted also by the comparison of the apo and cAMPbound structures of the EPAC CBD (11, 12, 19) , indicating that the van der Waals contacts between these two hydrophobic residues control the relative orientation of the PBC and the hinge helices (i.e., hydrophobic hinge hypothesis for EPAC activation) (19, 23) . CHESCA also assigns G238 of the β2-3 loop to the allosteric cluster I (Figs. 3 A, B, and F and 4) . This is consistent with recent coevolutionary analyses of conserved allosteric networks, which identified this Gly residue as an essential element of the cAMP-dependent allostery of CBDs in general (21) . In summary, the SVD/AC-based functional assignments proposed here for the two CHESCA clusters are independently corroborated by the comparative analyses of EPAC mutants (19, 20, 24) and sequences (21) . Additional details on the validation of the functional assignments obtained through the CHESCA approach are available in the previous SI section about the comparison of the SVD vs. AC chemical-shift covariance analyses.
Structural Analysis of the Binding Network Defined by Cluster II. As shown in Fig. 5D , cluster II, which based on the AC and SVD analyses is mostly coupled to binding, includes, as expected, residues in the base binding region (BBR) (i.e., 252, 254) and in the phosphate binding cassette (PBC) (i.e., 274, 280). However, it is interesting to note that several sites of this network extend also beyond the immediate cAMP binding site (Fig. 5D ). For instance, this is the case for residues 281-284 in β7 that bridge the PBC to the BBR (Fig. 5D ) and for Q234 that connects the N terminus of the β2-3 loop to the BBR (Fig. 5D) . These β7 and β2-3 residues belong to cluster II but are formally outside the PBC and BBR, showing that the loci coupled to binding extend beyond the cAMP binding site identified solely based on the structure of the effector-bound CBD. (Table S1) , measured though the relative chemical-shift changes of L207, which is subject to a fast apo-holo exchange regime. Fig. 5A and located in the PBC and the β2-β3 loop. Specifically, E236 and G238 in the β2-β3 loop are in the vicinity of cluster I PBC residues N275 and A277, which are subject to significant cAMP-dependent conformational changes (Fig. 1C) . EPAC2 residues that differ from the aligned residues in the EPAC1 isoform are reported in parentheses. Fig. 2 A and B) . The larger the overlap of the dark zones surrounding each perturbation locus, the lower the number of spins affected by neighboring effects (i.e., the higher the number of spins for which Eq. 1 applies). (B) Effect of a three-state model on the chemical-shift ordering observed in linear pairwise interresidue correlations. This figure is based on the data of Table S5 . See SI Text for further details. Residue labels are displayed. The distribution reveals that 84% of the total variance is accounted for by only 2% of the residues, i.e., two out of a total of 100 residues assigned in all five states. These two residues are G269 and A280, located at the PBC N and C termini, respectively. These two residues are therefore likely to dominate and possibly bias the variance probed through singular value decomposition (SVD). To check for this possibility the SVD was then repeated after discarding G269 and A280, as shown in Fig. S8A . Based on the binding isotherms of Fig. 2C and Fig. S1 . 280  227  236  287  219  287  273  246  194  195  265  196  218  277  203  186  238  301  302  229  307  173  289  221  180  219  181  299  194  227  187  196  273  275  203  195  213  301  218  211  307  186  214  221  302  216  181  173  192  227  180  207  273  299  300  195  187  298  218  275  303  186  213  308  302  211  219  173  214  180  216  299  192  187  207  275  300  213  298  211  303  214  308  216  192  207  300  298  303 
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